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ســــؤاالت آزمون صبح جمعه 1399-1400 

 [ Part One :Reading Comprehension 

Direction: Read the passages carefully, and answer the following 
questions by choosing a, b, c, or d which best completes each item. Base 
your answers on the information given in the passage only.

 [ Passage 1
As the COVID-19 pandemic spreads to the world’s poorest regions, the 

weakest countries will be affected the hardest by adding a serious health and 

economic crisis to existing poverty and climate crises. This multifaceted crisis 

will keep adding pressure to poorer communities. Clean energy is believed to 

be necessary to help countries prepare, respond, and recover from COVID-19 

crisis. Clean energy can provide solutions that are in line with climatic goals 

and can help reduce the effects of  the COVID-19 crisis on people’s life and 

local economies. On the frontline of  the battle against COVID-19, energy for 

households and health centers is highly necessary. As many as 840 million 

people do not have electricity, 570 million of  them live in sub-Saharan Africa, 

where one in four clinics has no energy at all, and 28 percent do not have 

regular access to energy. Reliable power supply ensures that core systems for 

the management of  health programs can work effectively. In regions where 

the electricity is unreliable or even non-existent, clean energy technologies 

provide solutions that can be used rapidly. With reliable clean energy, health 

centers can work all the time, instead of  depending on candles or phone 

flashlights. Clean energy can also address some of  the health risks that might 
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make people weaker in the face of  respiratory diseases such as COVID-19.

Access to the energy also makes social distancing policies possible and can 

provide reliable access to clean water, an important element in times of 

COVID-19.

1- The first sentence of the passage mainly deals with ............. in the 
poorest countries.

a. climate change caused by Covid-19 

b. treatment difficulties of Covid-19 

c. serious consequences of Covid-19

d. rapid spread of Covid-19 

2-  According to the passage, ..................... is extremely important for 
households and health centers in the fight against COVID-19.

a. economy  b. energy  c. clinics  d. technology 

3- The main problem in sub-Saharan Africa is .......... .

a. clean water   b. shortage of electricity 

c. lack of clinics  d. health mismanagement 

4- It can be inferred from the passage that ............ .

a. the COVID-19 affects all countries similarly 

b. sub-Saharan African countries do not need more clinics 

c. clean energy can help prevention of the COVID-19

d. phone flashlights provide a reliable energy supply 

5- The clean energy .......... .

a. makes it possible for health centers work nonstop 

b. makes people weaker in the face of COVID-19 

c. removes social distancing policies 

d. can predict social health risks

 [ Passage 2
In many disabling illnesses ,simple exercises are begun even while a patient 

is still in bed .Hot packs and other forms of local heat application may be used 

in the early stages of poliomyelitis .At the same time an effort is being made 

to exercise muscle. If a person has suffered a stroke which has paralyzed his 
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limbs ,the limbs must be exercised from the very beginning in order to prevent 

the  joints  from  becoming  stiffened  and  fixed  in  position  ,and  to  maintain 

strength in the muscles .If active exercises are begun and a program of massage 

is carried out after the patient has regained consciousness ,the possibility of the 

patient being bedridden for the rest of his/her life can be lessened.

6-  According to the passage, simple exercises start ....... in a lot of 
disabling diseases.

a. at the very early stages of the illness 

b. when the patient leaves the hospital 

c. after the patient receives other interventions 

d. before the application of hot packs and heat

7- In the beginning stages of poliomyelitis, ............. .

a. only heat application is used to help the patient 

b. the exercise of the joints is performed 

c. hot packs as well as exercise are locally applied 

d. a lot of efforts are being made in exercises

8- In a stroke, .................. .

a. the limbs will be fixed in position 

b. the muscles will never regain their strength 

c. exercises of the joints should be avoided 

d. prompt efforts should be taken to stop joint stiffness

9- In which of the following situations can the chance of being bedridden 
forever be decreased?

a. When the massage programs begin before regaining consciousness 

b. Applying exercises and massage after the patient becomes conscious 

c. When hot packs and exercises are applied at the final stage 

d. Fixing the paralyzed patient’s limbs before the patient becomes conscious

10- The passage is generally about ................. .

a. how stroke patients should be treated to regain consciousness 

b. when to prevent poliomyelitis in stroke patients 

c. why the joints become stiffened using local heat 

d. measures to be taken to help patients with disabling illnesses
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 [ Passage 3
Anxiety  disorders  and  depression  seriously  harm  people  in  this 

technological  age  .Young  adults  ,who  are  particularly  at  risk  of  mental 

illnesses ,are associated with a greater risk of substance use ,suicide ,and poor 

academic performance .Research has shown that the use of social media ,such 

as Facebook and Instagram ,are linked to both depression and anxiety .The 

increased use of social media might lead to negative online experiences ,a low 

amount of  real  ,face-to-face communication ,and attention deficit  disorder. 

The frequently unrealistic presentation of one’s physical appearance and life 

achievement  on  social  media  often  cause  strong  feelings  of  dissatisfaction, 

low  self-confidence  ,and  decreased  self-worth.

11- According to the passage, increased use of social media has ............ 
people’s well-being.

a. worsened   b. elevated 

c. nothing to do with  d. been adjusted with

12- According to the passage, face-to-face communication ............. 
greater use of social media.

a. happens regularly by  b. is disregarded with 

c. is independent of  d. is reduced by

13- How is people’s self-image influenced by the social media?

a. They avoid using social media regularly. 

b. They are afraid of technological advances. 

c. They present a false picture of their lives. 

d. They think very highly of themselves.
14- The author believes that fake self-manifestations on social media 
could .................

a. have a positive outcome 
b. result in displeasure and worthlessness 
c. enhance the youth self-esteem 
d. cause satisfaction and self-worth

15- The author concludes that low self-confidence and decreased self-
worth ............... unreal presentations on social media.

a. give rise to  b. result from  c. contribute to  d. prevent from
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 [ Passage 4

Healthcare workers treating patients with infections are at risk of infection 

themselves  .To  protect  themselves  against  droplets  from  coughs  ,sneezes 

or  body  fluids  from  infected  patients  and  contaminated  surfaces  ,they use 

personal protective equipment (PPE), e.g., aprons, gowns or coveralls, gloves, 

masks and breathing equipment (respirators), and goggles.

But if not worn correctly ,these may endanger healthcare workers when 

they  remove  PPE  .Covering  more  of  the  body  leads  to  better  protection. 

Coveralls are the most difficult PPE to remove but may offer the best protection, 

followed  by  long  gowns  and  aprons  .Respirators  worn  with  coveralls  may 

protect better than a mask worn with a gown ,but are more difficult to put 

on .More breathable types of PPE may lead to similar levels of contamination 

but be more comfortable .Gowns that have gloves ,and gowns that fit tightly 

at the neck may reduce contamination .Also ,adding tabs to gloves and face 

masks may lead to less contamination .More breathable types provide greater 

comfort and satisfaction but may lead to similar contamination .Faceto-face 

training in PPE use is recommended as the most effective strategy to reduce 

errors .But to find out which combinations of PPE protect best ,we still need 

further  research  findings  ,simulation  studies  with  more  participants  ,and 

more real-life evidence.

16- In the first paragraph, the underlined pronoun they refers to ......... .

a. infected patients  b. droplets from coughs and sneezes 

c. healthcare workers  d. bodily fluids

17- Safe removal of PPE is ......... the way it is put on by the health 
workers.

a. influenced by   b. independent of 

c. identical to   d. irrelevant to

18- The author of the passage ........... the best combinations of PPE 
protection.

a. approves health workers’ suggestions on 

b. calls for more studies and evidence for 

c. provides more satisfaction with 

d. wants infected patients to avoid
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19- It can be inferred from the passage that .............. are associated with 
users’ comfort and satisfaction.

a. similar levels of contamination      

b. more training in PPE use and tabs 

c. respirators worn with coveralls       

d. more breathable PPE types

20- Which of the following three PPE items are stated to be the most 
protective and least comfortable?

a. coveralls, long gowns and aprons      

b. coveralls, aprons and face masks 

c. gloves, masks and respirators          

d. aprons, masks and gloves
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 [ Part Two :Vocabulary

21- Trauma and infectious diseases have been the ............ causes of death 
for a long time, with many lives lost.

a. promising b .declining  c. depriving  d. leading

22- Despite his doctor’s warnings to avoid getting overweight, he was 
unable to ........... his desire for fatty foods.

a. confirm  b. convict  c .conceal  d. confuse

23- Scientists believe that physical exercise ..................an individual’s state of 
health.

a. contrasts with   b .contributes to 

c. is characterized by  d. is disapproved by

24- Medical scientists studying DNA and genes try to ................. those 
genes which cause inherited diseases.

a. detect  b. protect  c. advocate  d. proliferate

25- Medicine is a discipline which ................ many other fields of study 
such as physiology and pathology.

a. encompasses   b. endangers    c. entangles d .entitles

26- Epidemiologists believe that immunity by vaccination should be ........
for some diseases every ten years.

a. subsided  b. suspended  c. reinforced  d. contracted

27- People........... severe infectious diseases should visit a specialist 
before any intervention.

a. assessed by  b. elicited by  c. supplied with    d. afflicted with

28- Restricted .......... to sunshine is recommended to people suffering 
from skin-related diseases.

a. susceptibility   b. exposure  c. contribution      d. objection

29- She fell down the stairs, ................... her ankle and breaking her leg.

a. twisting  b. squeezing  c. transferring    d. sustaining

30- Regulation of temperature through dispersing heat is one of the main 
................. of the skin.

a. conflicts b. failures  c. dilemmas  d. functions
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31- The acquisition of physical characteristics are mainly due to ............. 
rather than the environment.

a. morbidity  b .heredity c. vitality  d. fatality

32- Educational psychologists have suggested significant revolutionary 
steps to ........... the quality of tertiary education in the country.

a. hamper  b. diminish  c. promote  d. penetrate

33- For the purpose of a better diagnosis, the medical team decided to 
perform a more ............. examination on the patient.

 a .superficial  b. elaborate  c. repressive  d. detrimental

34- Chronic pain is a type of pain which ............... and lasts for three 
months or more.

a. persists  b. fades away    c. attenuates  d. vanishes

35- Taking a complete history can help ......... the information needed for a 
thorough differential diagnosis.

a. repress  b. elicit  c. underrate  d. inhibit

36- Because of the complexity of the disease, groups of multidisciplinary 
specialists have .......... to decide about the possible treatment modality. 

a. concealed  b. evaded  c. avoided  d. convened

37- Blood is a ......... through which essential nutrients are taken to 
tissues.

a. medium  b. marker  c. spectrum  d. barrier

38- In many instances of the disease, the virus remains at the initial site of 
infection, and any possible symptom ............. from that site.

a. withdraws  b. recedes  c. originates  d. escapes

39- Medical research has ............. promising results to fight against 
Coronavirus.

a. abandoned  b. infected  c. revealed  d. surrounded

40- Scientists managed to ............ a nerve fiber in the brain which carries 
messages from cell to cell.

a. complicate b. combat  c. represent  d. identify


